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and if these topics are to be explored adequately) the instructor must frequently resort to
use of ~pecialized software systems or to use
of Bubprogram packages in an algorithmic
language such as FORTRAN~ Either alternatiYe
requires more class time for instruction in use
of' the system, Or B_Ise it imposes stif'f'er
prerequisites On the course.

INTRODUCTION

A substantial proportion of the effort of
most academic de:partments of' statisticB is ex~ended on the teaching of what are called
.. statistical methods courses': These courses ~y
be taught at variolls levels within the univer-

sity, but most

c~ges

deserving of the title

are taugh:. at the advanced mdergraduate :'-evel

Additionally, the rigidity of many statisti-

or at the graduate level. This is because
understanding of' the eontent of such courses
generally requires previous expOsure to investigative thinking and the maturity to appreciate

cal ~rograms precludes demonstration of the
computations for the statistical analyses
studied. Wben everything in the computations
is so automatic, memory of the fact that
(X'x)-l:<' y for example, is not adequately
reinforced. ~ny of' the instructors of begin-

the role of statistical methodology in the
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methods courses should be those procedures
actually used by data analysts} and probl~
assignmen~s should simulate practical research
situQtions~
The impact of the computer on
statistical methods courses has been substantial.
This is due to the profound impact of the
computer on the statistical methods actua:ly
used. Massive a.mounts of data can be and are
being analyzed to an extent that was not feasible before the advent of the computer. A:ternate models can be examined and individua: cases
can be investigated quite readily. Exploratory
data a~lyslB is ~acticable. If the statistical methods courses are to prepare the student
for doing data analysis in nthe real world";
they must :provide the stu.dent with some hands
on computer experience in data analysie. For
courses with an applications orientation,
computer usage by the stu.dent is not mere:y a
superfluous novelty to increase student
interest; it is an essential component of the
knowledge and skills to be imparted in the
course.
computer usage in statistical methods
courses, h~ever, is not an end in itself;
therefore the cost of such usage must be reasonable. Computer usage costs that concern us bere
are of two types~ cost of actual usage of COMputing resources and cost of tllne spent in
instruction. The computer language should be
such that instruction in its use baa minimal
impact on the time devoted to discussion of
statistical methods. On the other hand, a
software system developed strictly for instructional purposes is of very limited usefulness
in statistical methods courses. A primary
objective in statistical methods courses ~s a
high rate of transfer of skills developed in the
classroom to 8ubsequent wurk involving data
analysis. The students should be taught a system that they are likely to use in their own
data analysis.
A major disadvantage of many of the
'!packaged" statistical software systems is the

go

through the mechanics of the :formation of

X'X, x:y, and th: .sums of squares for analySis
of' VarlallCe of l~near models. This accounts
for the popularity of the matrix-based. languages
of some of the statistical packages.
Because of the role of computer analyses in
statistical methods courses and the concomitant
desirable aspects of a general software system
for classroom use, BAS has become the moat
widely used package in the statistics courses
taught at Iowa State University. Ih the following, we will ind:!.cate the nature -of the classroom a~plication3 of BAS in several of the
statistical methods courses. The courses we
will consider are:
Statistics 40l, 402 - General methods (Snedecor

and Cochran level)
Statistics 4ll - Experimental design (cochran
ano.. Cox level)
Statistics 407 - MUltivariate analysis methods

(Morrison level)
St~tistics

500, 501 - Intermediate statistical

meth~ds. (Bancroft and Morris~n level)
Stat~stlcs 508 - Sociometric statistics

Statistics 538 - Econowetric statistics
The courses numbered in the 400'8 are generally
taken by undergraduate statisti~s majors and
graduate students from other departments.
Those numbered in the 500's are open to statistics graduate students, who constitute approxi-

mately 75-80% of the enrollment in these
cOurses.
II.

OVERVIEW OF STATISTICAL METHODS COUllBES

The orientation of the two-course sequence
in general methods, Statistical Methods for
Research Workers, is ·toward the application of
statistics ~ other disciplines for the purpose
of ~yzing data collected from experiments and
8urvey8~
The CourSES are listed at the tulder~
gradUate level; however, graduate students not
majoring in statistics may take them for
credit.
Statistics 401, the first course in the seq~ence,~ introduces topics like .elementary statistical concepts and models, estimation, teats

rigidity they impose on the analyses. In many
systems it is inconvenient or impossible to do
adequate residual analyses or to fit a linear
model using criteria other than ordinary least
s~uares, for example.
Yet many of the statistical methods courses introduce such topics;
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of significance j linear regresaion, correlation
and one-way analysis of variance. Statistics
402 continues to elaborate and expand the introductory material by including topics such as
cross-classification of discrete data, ~actorial
ANOV designs, multiple comparisons, single degree of freedom contrasts, analysis of covariance
and multiple regression.
Typically, four or five sections of the
courses are offered in the Winter and Spring
quarters. Course instructors give fairly
uniform treatment 80 far as the scope of the
subject matter in the various sections is presented, althOUgh the emphasis given to various
to:pics :may dif"fer in order to make the
material more meaningful to a particular

research, which is not unusual since the majority of students taking the course are in these
fields~
The course strives to convey many of
the more important aspects of multivariate
analysiS without resorting to a bigbly theoretical approach. Motivation of the topics is
~ficiently rigorous to require extensive use
of matrix methods) a task for which SASrs matrix
procedure is ideally suited.
Like other relatively advanced methods
courses} Statistics 407 touches on concepts for
which no readily available statistical :procedure
exists, at least in SAS. Partial correlation
is an often used technique that suffers in this
respect. In tlis course, as in the more advanced courses, much stress is placed upon
examining foundations of multivariate techniques.
Consequently, the interest in SAS procedures
is two-fOld; seme are used in a data~analytic
context while others, namely the MATRIX procedure, are used in order to explicate the
methodology underlying these procedures.
Statistical methods for graduate students
majoring in statistics are taught in the
StatiBtics 500, 501 course sequence. The objective of Statistics 500) Statistical Methods,
is to treat, at a more advanced level, some of
the topics introduced in Statistics 402 and 411
and to introduce methods that have been found
useful in statistical consulting activities.
The orientation of the course is reflected
in the assumFtion that real-world data is
neither tidy nor easily manageable, and that the
task of analyzing it requires substantially more
knowledge than simply specifying a linear model
to be fit. The course covers diverse topics
such as selection of transformations for inducing normality in data} working around dirty or
missing data, data management techniques such as
merging, BUbsetting and concatenating, data
condensation ar~ suitable display of raw data
for the purpose of seeking interesting or
suspicious patterns in the data.

aud.ience~

The choice of computing tools used to
demonstl'"ate techniques and work ex.am:ples has
traditionally been left to the discretion of
each instructor. In past years programs like
OMNlTAB and SPSS have been used in various sections of" these courseB. Both program languages
have disadvantages that have limited their
applicability. OMNITAB, by virtue of its worksheet, was not readily adaptable to large scale
research problems. SBSS, while providing many
desirable facilities, did not have a sufficiently large user community, so that ror thE
majority of students in these courses} the
language they used to learn statistics ~~s
different from the language used to do research
in their own disciplines. Since SAS-76 has been
available, it has been the dominant choice of
computing tool in these courses.
Statistics 4ll} Experimental Desigr. for
Research Workers, constitutes, for many students
in the agricultural and biological SCiences,
the third COUl'se in e. Bequence encompassing
Statistics 401, 402, and 411. Like its prede"
ceasors, the course is open to graduate credit
for nonmajors in statistics~ Its primary orientation is toward an audienee whose interest is
in applied statistical analysis.
Statistical concepts developed in Statistics
411 build on the material in Statistics 402 but
give greater emphasis to varieties of analysis
of variance designs... Introduced at this level
are tOpics such as blocking~ randomization,
replication, split-plots, repeated measLres,
confounding, fractional factorials, and response
surface methodology,
Some instructors in this course continue"to

Statistics 501, Intermediate Statistical
Methods, introduces topics" such as unequal or
proportional subclass frequencies and weighted
means in ANOV, multiple comparison techniques,
conti~ous multivariate methods and discrete
multivariate methods such as log-linear models.
In Statistics 501 there is relatively greater
emphasis on formal analysis and somewhat less
on data manipulation than is found in Statistics

500.

rely on SAS"72 although SAS"76 is used quite

Many of the students enrolled in this course
sequence hold research assistantships in which
they assist in the analysis of clients I actual
data under the direction of a faculty member.
It is not entirely coincidental that SAS is the
dominant computing tool in theae methods
courses and tbe most frequently used package
for the analysis of real data. SAS has been
found to provide the capability to do
"standard" analyses with a minilnum. of' program
preparation. Furthermore, "nonstandard" analyses can be put together in the matrix ~rocedure,
using the same mathematical principles that
were employed in classroom presentations.
Statistics 508, Sociometries, and Statistics
538, Econometrics} are the final courses in the
series we have labeled Umethods oriented".

heavily. Desirable features in the earlier
version include the fOOL statement and Jl.DJMEA.NS
statement in the ANOVA and REGR proceduxes.

Statistics 407, Methods in Multivariate

Analysis, represents a complementary offering
to Statistics 4ll in the sequence "of methods
courses. The scope of the course encam~asses
~thods in which multiple "dependent (response)
variables are analyzed Bllnultaneously as well as
the more familiar multiple independent variable
models. Top1B13 covered include MANOVA,
Hotellingr s T , princi:pal components analysis,
linear discriminant functions, canonical correlation, factor analysis and cluster analy~ig.
Mahy of" the examples presented in the course
have some bearing on agricultural or biological
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~hese courses are designed for graduate students
who need training in state-of-the-art statistical 'techniques for the social sciences. While
some of the concepts oyerla~ topics ~resented in
other methods courses, the presentation of the
material is given from a viewpoint f~liar to
students of sociology and economics.
Statistics 508 examines classical linear
regression, hypothesis testing and, £inally,
the formulation of the general linear mod~L
Special emphasis, befitting the course's title,
is given to techniques of model building and
~ath analysis.
Also, because of the nature of
data used in the social sciences, consideration
is given to methods for dealing with measurement
error.
Course content in Statistics 538 is ~riented
toward_ the types 01' processes and events that
are studied by economists. This course treats
topics such-as restricted least squares,
generalized least squares, autocorrelation,
er~ors in variab1es and instrumental variables.
The :preceding course descrilltions illustrate the type of training in applied statistical
analysis that -is available to undergraduate and
graduate students. Too1s and te:'chniques acquired
in these service courses are diffused throughout
the university research community. The ~de
spread use of SAS as a research tool indicates
that sUbstantial multiplier effects have been
rea1ized in the number of persons formally
tralned in the use of a tool as a proportion of
the total user community,
One factor, common to all the methods
courses, is the fact that they all make use of
program packages in some degree. The content of
these courses has evolved over time, partly in
response to changes in user disciplines, and
part1y as a result of ,the availability of computing tools that permit students to utilize techniques tbat previously were too complex to ana~
1yze by hand.

III.

can easily generate four to six useful runs :per
half bour assuming that results of :pxior runs

arie used to make decisions about subsequent runs.
Statistics 401-402

The two course sequence in introductory
statistical methods, Statistics 401-402, has
the objective of training non-statisticians in
the application of statistical data analysis to
real-world problems. The first course focuses
on data description and di-splaYJ estimation,
hypothesis testing and simple ANOV models,
correlation and bivariate regression. The
second course covers a more extensive partitioning of sums of squares J analysis of reSiduals,
multiple regress~on and analysis o~ covariance.
Example l
This exercise fram Statistics 401 was
designed ,to examine whether the rule stating
that the variance of :means is less than the
variance of individual observatiobs actually
holds. Students were given gummary statistics
for a population of 200 body mights and were
then asked. to compare them. to summary statisticf
for a sample of means, each based on lO observa·
tions from the same papulation. Tbe :program
below was used to generate statistics on the
means.
DATA

sm

WI';

s40LE2;

RD = UNI:FORM( 0) ;

FROe SORT; :BY ruJ;
DATA 'WTl; SET

wr;

CT+l;

DATA WT2; sm WI'l; GRP = !NT «CT-l)/lO);
FROe PIlINT;
woe SPLOT; .VAl< wr; CLASS Gill';
FRoe MEANS; BY GBP; VAl< WT;
OUTroT MEAl'! =MII'T;

wac
wac

MEANS; VAl< MIlT;
CIW1T; !!:BAR wr;

E1mmple 2

APPLICATIONS OF COMroTING TOOLS

The problema &.TId programs that will be discussed next have, with only a few exceptions,
been taken from laboratory exercises given in
the respective courses.
Only those exercises in which SAS plays a
role have been shown; other exam:ples woul-i only
cloud the picture except in the cases where
another package is involved with the aid of BAS,
as in the BAS BMDP procedure.
The computing situation at Iowa state
University is unusual, as university computing
facilities go, in that, interactive computing
1s a little used tool. As concerns the major
statistical :packages, it is unlikely that they
will be used in an interactive context in the
foreseeable future.
The reason for this state of a£fairs is that
a special high speed batch monitor, installed a
few years ago, has throughput ca:pability on the
order of one to two thousand jobs per hour.
Since SAS and SFSS users may run in this highspeed batch queue, the effective turnaroupd t~e
of jobs submitted from a.nd retrieved by a remote
keyboard terminal is ap~roxUnately five to
thirty seconds. An adept termina1 user, exploring a variety of regression models in SAS,

The second e~le illustrates an assignment
from a section of Statistics 402.
The cloud po~nt of liquid is a measure of
the degree of crystallization in a stock that
can be measured by the refractive index. It has
been suggested that the percentage of the chemical IIXH in the stock may be a useful :predictor
of the cloud ~oint.
Students are required to generate an ANOV
table using the GUM procedure and create a new
dataset which contains residuals and :predicted
values. Lastly, the residuals are-- evaluated to
determine Whether they are normally distributed
and to check for possible misspecification of the
model.
Data consist of 19 observations in which
measurements were ,tak~n on the percentage of the
chemi~al "X" and the cloud point.
DATA CLOUD 1;
INRlT NlMBER X Y;
IA:BEL·X = PERCENTAGE OF CHEMICAL X
Y = CmUD POINT;

CARDS;
ffiOC :FRINT;'

TITLE CLOUD POINT DATA;
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FRoe PLOT; PLOT X " Y
PRoe SORT; BY X;
moc MEANS; VAN Yj; BY X;
PRoe GIM; MODEL Y~X/p eIM;
OUTPUT OUT ~ CLOUD 2 J.ID;DlcrEIl

RES1DUAL

~

and least squares fitting for missing data 113
shown.
Example 1
~

YllAT

In an experiment "Using randomized complete
blocks to ascertain the effect of various treatments for corn root borer, the datum for the
second treatment in the third block 'W8,g l'cst.
The students ~ere asked to use analysis of
covariance to account for thi"sj using the data
already stored as a BAS dataset.

RESlD;

BlOC BlINT;
PROC PWJ:; PLOT TIlAT .. RESlD;
FROC RANK NORMAL ~ BLOM our
CLOUD_3;
VAR RES lD; RANXS RANKlTS;
FRoe PRINT;
FRoe PLOT; PLOT RANKITS .. RESlD;

DATA NEW;
SET S.CORN; X ~ 0; IF BLK = 3 AND TRT • 2 THEN
X = 1;
BlOC ANOVA DA.TA = NEW;
CLASSES BLK TRT;
MODEL DAM • BLK TRT X;

)i:Jmmple 3
In this example the matrix procedure is
to obtain an ANOV table and carry out the

used
least squares analysis for a

sim~le linear regression problem+ students are required to
find a) the least squares regression line,
b) vectors of reaiduals and predicted values~

EXaJnple 2
The students are asked to imagine that they
are the consulting statistician on a project
given to the experimental labora.tory of "a, la.rge
industrial f~ for determining the effect of
temperature and two catalysts on the yield of a
certain chemical reaction. Along with the
handout for the assignment the students are

c) the ANOV table, d) residual plots, e) confidence intervals for
and
1 , and f) confidence
limits for y at X ~ 7 .
ffioe &TRIX;
YT ~ 83 70 80 67 58 55 30;

BS

xr

~

B

.5 20 45 55 65 80 95,

y ~ YT'; Xl ~
XO ~ J\N, 1);

xr'; N

~ NROW (Y);

given .. listing of data from a 23 explanatory

experiment in the form:

X ~ XOIXl;
D ~ lNV(X' .. xl;
BRAT = D *x'
Y;
TIlAT ~ X .. BRAT;
REBlD ~ Y - YHAT;
SSTOT ~ yo .. Y;
!MEAN ~ (XO' " Y) liN;
COBRECTN ~ mEAN .. mEAN .. N;

TEMP

*

SSCTOT

~

(DEGREE

245
245
245

CATALYST A

cl

CATALYST B

nELD

(GRAMS)

(GRAMS)

(GRAMS)

105
105
105

140
140

1484

l75

2'700

1 455

•

There are sixteen observations in this data set.
Tbe yield is the amount of product per fixed
amount (5 kg) of reactants after equilibrium
is reached.
The students are told that after analyzing
the preliminary data in any way they wish, they
may request the lab to conduct additional
experiments at whatever levels of temperature
and catalyst they specify. The objective, of
course, 1s to ascertain the optimal combination
for rna:x:imum y.ield. The experiments are requested by creating a SAS dataset with variable
names TEMP.. CATA, and CATB, with the variables
given values for the le~els desired; that is,
the student's job may be as follows:

SSTOT - CORRECTN;

SSREG - mAT' .. YHAT - CORRECTN;
SSRESID = REBID' * RESID;

MSRESID • SSRESID #/(N~2);

ffiINT BHAT SSREG SSRES1D SSCTOT CORRECTN MSRES]]);
COVBHAT ~ MaRES lD .. D;
C ~ 1/70;
MEAN1RED;= C' '* BRAT;
VARH\ED = MSEF.ROR * C' * D * C;
ffiINT BHAT eOVBHAT MEANPRED VARJ.ID;D;

Statistic. 411

Statistics ~ll~ EXperimental Design for
Research Worke~s, providea students with an
understanding of the basic principles of e~ri
mental design and a catalog of useful designs,
a.s well as their properties and methods of
analysis. The course is taken primarily by
graduate students from departments other than

II
II

JOE
EXEC SAS

//SYSIN
DATA;

DD

"

INPUT TEMP CATA CATB;

statistics. The most commonly used text is
Cochran and Cox,. Experimental Design.. Some of
the assignments given in this course require

CARDSj,

245
245

no
no

140
115

construction of designs with certain confounding patterns or satisfying other criteria
for the design. There may be no data to
ana~ze.
other assignments that do require
data analysis are performed With S.AS. IROe
PLAN is usually discussed and illustrated with

etc.

1*
The

handouts of listings.

OPrIONS NOSOURcE;

$COFY DDkEXP, DIS"'SlIR

efTect of the ~COPY card is to concatenate
the card image file in EXP to the SYSDI file.
Tbe file EXP is as follows:

BlOC ANOVA, GIM, and

:PLCYr Et.l"e the most coinmonly used procedures fol'

DATA; SET

the assignments.

YlEIJl - 350-" TEMP + 420 " CATB + TEMP " CATB TEMP" TEMP - " .. CATB " CATE - 78155 +
12 .. NORMAL (0);

Techniques for analysis of
simple designs with missing data are discussed
and the equivalence of analysis of covariance
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growth is small w:,en vegetative growth is large
and 'rice versa.. The outpUt from SAS is used to
interpret the data in light of the assumptions.
Students must obtain a) plots of all pairs
of variables, b) the correlation matrix,
c) the partial correlation between growth and
girth controlling for crop, d) the multiple
correlation between reproductive growth and
variables representing vegetative gro~h and
e) the variance covariance matrix of all
variable s.

FROC HUNT;
TITLE DATA FROM THE EXPERIMENT YOU REQUESTED;

The students do not get to see these SAS
statements.
Execution of the job sh~ above provides
the student with a listing of simulated data
from a quadratic response surface involving
temperature and catalyst B. Catalyst A does
not affect the yield.
The students are told that the laboratory
experiments are relatively expensive to conduct, so they should not request more than 32
observaticns in any one experiment and not re-

DATA GROWTH;
INPUT YEAR 2 Yl 4-7 Y2 9-12 Y3 14-11;
LABELS n " CROP
Y2" GROWTH
Y3 ~ GIR11!;
Yl~LOGlO(Yl); Y2=LOGIO(Y2); Y~LOG10(Y3);

quest more than three experiments.

After obtaining their data they are to
analyze it however they wish, ~robably with
FROC GIM.

The report for this exercise is to consist

CARDS;
FROC PIm; PLOT Yl *Y2 ~ YEAR Yl*Y3
Y2*Y3 ~ YEAR;
FROC CORR; VAR Yl - Y3;
FROC GIM; MODEL Yl ~ Y2 Y3;

of the following parts:

A.

Preliminary analysis of the data from

B.

Plan :for the next experiment:

the

explo~atQry experiment~

des-

cription, models, rationale, etc.
C. Data listing for the experiment in B.
D. Analysis of the experiment in B.
E. F. G+ Repeat B, C, D if apprQ~riate.
H. I. J. Repeat B} C, D if a~propriate.
K. Discussion and conclusions.
Part K should include the final fitted
model and a discussion of the optUnal expeTimental settings with consideration being
given to the cost of the catalyst and the value
of' the prc-duct.

In this problem students are asked to
cluster a set of 10 objects such as a dictio~
oa.ry, newspaper; SAS manual and a deck of' playing cardB. They begin by taking 8 to 11
measurements, of attributes they believe are
relevant, on each of the lO objects. The
measurements may be discrete or continuous.
For example; the object may be used for work or
leisure and it may contain greater or lesser
amounts of infor.mation.
To analyze the data, the measurements are
standardized and s measure of assoCiation,
the product moment correlation, is calculated
between all pairs of objects. The thrust of
the exercise is focused more on the problems
of measurement ratber than the actual computations required.
moc MATRIX; FETCH X;
NOBS ~ IIROW(X); NVAR ~ NC01(X);

The objective of Statistics 407, Methods
of Multivariate Analysis, is to introduce,
at the advanced undergraduate level, some
widely used techniques for multivariate data

1-'

,1
i

~

f

ii

Tbe course builds upon

YEAR

Example 2

Statistics 1,07

analysis.

~

mater~al

presented in Statistics 402 and emphasizes
application rather than theory. Statistics 407
focuses on topics such as multivariate analysis
of' variance, Hotel~ing's T2, principal componente analysis} canonical correlation and
discriminant analysis.
For computer calculations, SAS is the only
program language that is used in the cOUl"8e.
The explication of multivariate techOlques is
handled b€st by tbe matrix procedure. Built-in
procedures such as CLUSTER and FACTOR are used
to demonstrate the applicatioh8 that may be
undertaken once the mathematical details"of
these methods have been investigated using
matrix algebra. Furthermore there are many
problems encountered in multivariate analysis
tha tare "nonstand.a.rd" and. cannot be handled
adequately by any built-in procedures. Students
in this course came to view the matrix procedure as a~ extremely useful adjunct to other
SAS procedures rather than as a mere pedagogical
device.

MEAN ~ J(l, NOBS)*X#/NOBS;
X ~ X - J(NOEB, 1) *MEAN;
SS ~ J(l, NOBS)*(X#X);
8TH ~ 8~T (SS'#!(NOBS-l));
X ~ X*DIAG (l#!STD);
FRlNT X;
X ~ X'; NOBS ~ NRDW(X); NVAR ~ I1COL(X);
SUM ~ J (1, NOBS)
X; XPX ~ X' * X;
XPX ~ XPX - (SUM' * SUM)#/NOES;
S ~ l#!S~T (DIAG(XPX»);
CORR ~ S*XPX*S;
mTIIT CORR;

*

Statistics 500-501
Statistics 500 is a graduate level course
that focuses on the application of least
squares using classifactory and functional
models. consider~ble importance is placed on
the ability to manipulate data. Transformations, Bubsetti~ concatenating and merging
are treated extensively. A major tenet of the
course is that the solution of a problem is
greatly simpliried once the data have been
suitably orsanized.
Statistics 50l) Intermediate Methods,

Exsmple 1
Students are asked to analyze the relationship between reproductive growth and
vegetative growtb in apple trees. Data were
gathered for a 5-year period. Results fram
previous experiments indicate that reproductive

contirue s: the developnent of ANOV and ANCOV
172

models for 2 to N-way comparisons with unequal
subclass Nis. Polynomial regression, orthogonal
polynomials, MA.\lfOVA and Hotelling'. T2 are
introduced as multivariate methods for

are selected by ostensibly similar procedures.

continuous data.

STEIWISE;
MODEL TMIN ~ LAT LONG ALT FRECIP HIGH SM!\X
SMIN! STEIWISE FORWARD
BACKWARD SLE = • 25;
moc STEIWISE;
MODEL TMIN = LAT LONG ALT PRECIP HIGH SMAX
SMlN! MAXR· MTIIR SLE = • 25
STOP. 3;
moe RSQUARE;
MODEL TMIN ~ LAT LONG ALT PRECIP HIGH SM!\X
SMIN/ START = 3 STOP = 5;

DATA WEATII!:R;
INRIT TMIN rAT LONG ALT PRECn HIGH IlMAX SMIN;
CARDS;

moe

Log-lill€ar lOOdels higl1light

discrete multivariate methods.
The program languages used in this two
course sequence are SM and BMDP. In Statistics 500 the objective is to impart data analytic skills, and SAS provides the necessary
tools without requiring course content to be
diluted by the inclusion of extraneous topics
such as intermediate JCL (Job Control Language)
and IBM'S dataset utilities.
Procedures in the BMDP package- are ac.~
cessed via the EMDP proced'lU"e in SAS. This
means a considerable savings in class time
is realized since only very small parts of a
distinctively different procedural language
need to be taught.

Example

The thi:rd exa.mple illustrates an application of the BMDP procedure. The problem is
based on data which measures the concentration
of toxic metals in various soil types ~led

ExaJIIll1e 1

I

!

,
j:

at various distances from coal fired electric
power planta. Measures of Boil types are
nested within distance. After categorizing,
the concentration is identified in terms of
its toxicity on laboratory ,animals.
DATA METALS;

This exercise ~s designed to develop
a student I B skill in formu.l.ating an appropriate
model. Emphasis is placed on develo:ping informal and intuitive perspectives. Answers to
the problem a.re necessarily ambiguous and require judgement rather than blind acceptance
or rejection.
In the model under consideration~ min~
temperature of a given city in January is
assumed to be a fUnction of only latitude and
longitude thougb other measurements are
available. Data ~re collected at 56 different
sites. The objective of the exercise is to
illu~trate procedure 13 that may be used to
probe ror specification error.
DATA WEATHER;

INPUT CONC SOIL DISTANCE;

CARDS;
FROC l'IlIDP PROG. l'IlIDP3F UNIT • 3;
PARMCARD8;
!mOBLEM TITLE IS 'TOXIC METAL ANALYSIS'.
!INRlT
UNIT = 3.
!TABLE
INDICES ARE CONC, SOIL, DISTANCE.
SYMBOLS ARE C, S, D.
ilLL.
!CATEGORY CODES (1) are 1, 2, 3.
NA/.lES (1) ARE 'W-TOXIC', 'MEn-TOXIC',
'HI-TOXIC t •
NAMES (2) ARE 'mFJ.!EABLE',
'SEMI-PERMEABLE' ,
'lMFERMEAIlLEI.
NAMES 0) ARE 'l_KM', 'lO_KM',
'50 KMI.
/FIT
MODEL IS CONC, SOIL, DISTANCE.
LAMBDA.

INRlT TMIN LAT LONG ALT ffiECIP;

CARDS;
PROC GIM; MODEL TMlN = LAT LONG;
OUT = NEW ffiEDICTED = TMIN IlAT RESIDUAL
TMIN RES;
Hloe PLOT; PWT TMIN RES * TMIN HAT
TMIN RES
!.AT
* LOIiG TMIN RES * ALT
* PRECIP; OUT = ORDERED;
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=

*'

BETA.
/END
/FiliISH

RANKS RANKF;
DATA NPLOT; SET ORDERED;
FNTMIN = PROBIT «2 * RANKF - 1)!1l2);
PROC PLOT; PLOT FNTMIN * TMIN RES;
TITLE FULL NORMAL PLOT;

statistics 508-538
These courses focus on the aDplic~tlon of
linear ~ nonlinear models to applications
such as path analysis and demand forecasting.
Statistics 508, Sociometries,. is concerned with
topicB such as selection of "beatll predictor
variables,. est:il!lation, dummy variables, meas"'Lll'€ment error, index construction, composite
measures and causal inference. Statistics 538,
Econometrics, treats topics such as generalized
linear regression models, instrumental variables, multicollinearity, nonlinear estimation
and errors in variables.
The content of these COl;ll'ses 'Wlrie'S fiotl1
tmae to tb&e, pr-ilIIarily to keep abreast of
state-of-the-art developments in the respective
disciplines. Consequently, the computing tools
are more specialized and include programs like

EXIlJllple 2
This exercise was developed to illustra.te
strategies that may be employed to build

linear, least squares models, as~ing all
pertinent variables are accessible. As in the
previous e~ple, a model to predict the minimum te:mperattu"e in January is sought. Stwlenta
are asked to compare and contrast 4 and
5-variable models generated by the forwerd~
backward and ~tepwi8e selection methods, obtain
the best 3-varieble model generated by the Max
R2 and Min R2 methods, and use the RSQUARE
procedure to obtain all pOssible regreBsicns.
Students are to explain why different models
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SPSS, LISREL and SAS, which are used in

Sociometries, and SUJER CARP and BAS, _used in
Econometrics. BAS a~plieations in these
cO'Ul"ses include the use of GIM and- B.WR in
Sociometries aDd AI1rOREG, Gill, SYSREG and NLnI

in Econometric s.
Example 1

In this example Statistics 508 students
are asked to rind the total effect, direct
effect and indirect effects for a :path model
in which
X3 = ~(~ X2 )

X4 = f(X1 X2 X )
3

,.

FROC SAS72;
PARMCI\llDS4 ;
!ROC REGB SIMPLE CORR;

MODEL X3
MODEL x4

=

Xl X2;
Xl X2 X3;
Example 2

The parameters of a model for a production
process are to be estimated. The model allows

for two methods of productiQn and relates output to input linearly over certain regions
and quadratically over other regions but
continuously over all regions.
DATA !ROD;
.
INRJT M X Y;
Zl = 0,; Z2 "" 0; XX ~ X * X;
IF X
IF X

> 13

> 50

THEN Zl ~ (X - 13) **2;
THEN Z2 = (X - 50) ....2;

CARDS;
FROC GIN;

CLASSES M;
MODEL

Y

~

M X XX Zl Z2;

IV.
~"
f·

CONCLUSIONS

Backaged statistical software has come to
playa major role in statistical method
courses. The packages have allowed consideration of moTe interesting statistical topics
and. enabled .students to perform more complex
analysis by reliev-ing them of the camputa.tibnal

burdens. When the details of the computations
are deemed worthy of consideration the students
can be asked to make use of the algorithmic
flexibility of SAS, generally through !ROC

MA.TRU, to follow the sequence ot computations.
In addition to the role of package pro~
grams as aids in teaching _atatiStical methods,
use" of" the packages is a statistical metbod.:.
and, thus, familiarity with packages suCh as
SAS has became part of the content of statistical methods courses.
V.
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